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 Fig. 1: Bermuda’s GDP has decreased since 2008. 

INTRODUCTION  

Since 2008, Bermuda has seen a steady decline in economic activity.  According 

to the Ministry of Finance, major economic indicators such as employment, construction 

activity, visitor arrivals, and international businesses declined in 2012.1 Although much 

discussion has taken place on how to revive the economy, few emergency, short term 

and long term changes have been made, and 

Bermuda’s Gross Domestic Product continues 

to contract (Fig.1). 2In addition, Bermuda has 

faced issues regarding the efficiency and 

accountability of the government and its 

services. The purpose of this report is to outline various methods of improving the 

efficiency, accountability, and operations of government while identifying ways to 

develop and modernize the economy. The identified topics in this report are a result of 

the examination of current government practices and policies, the statistical results of 

said practices, the interest and discussion of the general public, and my own personal 

findings and opinions. In my report I have outlined an array of new opportunities for 

both the government’s day-to-day operations and Bermuda’s economy at large, and 

have proposed short and long term strategies that will help to create a modern, 

efficient, and accountable government while strengthening the economy.  

                                                           
1
 http://www.govsubportal.com/dci-documents/item/1065-national-economic-report-of-bermuda-

2012#/5/zoomed 
2
 Bermuda Dept. of Statistics (Also see Fig.1) Modified  
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CREATING A MODERN GOVERNMENT  

Although governments around the world each have 

various responsibilities, many would agree that the basic role of 

a modern government is to provide social services, ensure peace 

and security, and control political and economic stability 

through the collection of revenue and proper management of expenditure. Bermuda is 

listed as having an “Advanced Economy3”, but in a competitive modern world, 

governments must constantly search for methods to advance their economy and 

improve the quality of life. Bermuda is the oldest self-governing British Overseas 

Territory and has a large amount of internal autonomy, but Bermuda’s historical 

background is no excuse for Bermuda’s outdated economy and government. Since the 

20th century, Bermuda’s primary focus has been on International Business and Tourism. 

No new economic ideas have been anticipated that would continually develop multiple 

income sources for Bermuda - this is unacceptable for a country filled with such an 

abundance of opportunities.  

There are two areas that should be distinguished in regards to improving government:  

 Internal – Pertains to the day-to-day operations of Government including 

processes, policies, equipment, etc. (Example: Government Departments) 

 External – Pertains to public services influenced by the community and 

general population, and international involvement (Example: Tourism, IB, 

etc.) 

The following are proposals for modernizing government both internally and externally. 

                                                           
3
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_World_Factbook_list_of_developed_countries 
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I. E-Government: Gov.bm (Government of Bermuda Website) 

In the modern world, having online access to government resources has 

gone from being ‘nice to have’ to a necessity for an open and advanced country. 

An efficient government website is organized, practical, and user-friendly. Many 

government websites provide every single piece of useful information that a 

citizen could find by visiting a physical administrative government office through 

the use of their own electronic devices – no need for automated phone centers, 

case numbers, or endless voicemails.  

Unfortunately for Bermudian citizens and visitors, this is not the case. 

Bermuda’s current government website is stuck in the 20th century, with its tacky 

clip-art images, blank white spaces, and maze-like arrays of links and columns 

that lead from one page to the next without ever providing the necessary 

information. Instead of hundreds of separate pages and government websites for 

the various government agencies and subdivisions, all associated departments 

should fall under gov.bm’s online directory. The website is severely lacking in 

innovation and functionality, which in turn has a negative impact on government 

efficiency - every time a citizen calls a government office to locate a form, find 

out if the buses are running on time, or request to book an appointment, a civil 

servant is on the other line. An effective Government of Bermuda website could 

offer useful services such as online permitting, bill payments, and other 
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streamlined processes that could save trips to government offices, thus saving 

employee time as well. 

In a news article entitled Best Government Websites Named4, I found that 

many small county websites in the United States offer 24 hour live chat options, 

emergency alerts, trash and public transportation schedules, crime mapping, 

active fire and police operations, traffic updates, lost and found pets, and more.  

One example of an effective government website is the Government of 

The United Kingdom website, gov.uk. The gov.uk website was named the 2013 

Best Design of the Year by the Design Museum.  The site has an “Inside 

Government: Ministerial departments all in one place” section that splits into four 

segments: 24 ministerial departments, 19 non-ministerial departments, 327 

agencies and other public bodies, and 12 public corporations. Each category can 

expand for each ministry selected by the viewer. 

In the future, the government website can be expanded to allow for government 

employees to create online profiles, allowing them to more easily connect with 

other departments and managers, receive employment updates, and various 

other job-related opportunities. 

A more user-friendly gov.bm can save costs, expedite the transfer of information, 

and serve as an informational exchange opportunity for the civil service.  

                                                           
4
 http://www.governing.com/news/state/gt-best-govt-websites-named.html 
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A comparison of The Bermuda Government website versus the UK Government site:5 

                                                           
5
 www.gov.bm and www.gov.uk  

http://www.gov.bm/
http://www.gov.uk/
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II. Modernizing the Economy Through New Streams of Revenue 

Although the key goal for any government is to refrain from going over-

budget by having sustainable expenses, it is certainly beneficial to have increased 

income. An advanced economy has multiple and diverse streams of revenue that 

will help to sustain the country without having to borrow funds.  Although I 

personally have various ideas for creating new revenue streams, the following 

proposals are the top ones that I have included that Bermuda could use to its 

advantage in creating extra income sources that will eradicate the need for 

controversial pay cuts and austerity measures. 

1. International Business: Tax Levy on Corporate Profit  

Recently, Bermuda has increasingly come under fire by being 

labeled a “tax-haven”, as many companies domicile in Bermuda at little to 

no cost to them. Many European governments and various parties are 

pressuring companies to leave Bermuda due to supposed tax evasion 

tactics. They are also pressuring the Bermuda Government to change the 

way it does business. Although Bermuda maintains that it is not a tax 

haven, our claims can only hold so much weight when fighting against 

larger jurisdictions on the international stage. Bermuda claims that it is 

only a scapegoat for larger governments in the war on tax evasion and 

money laundering.  
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By legally funneling profits from overseas subsidiaries into 

Bermuda, which doesn’t have a corporate income tax, Google cut its 

overall tax rate almost in half. The amount moved to Bermuda is 

equivalent to about 80 percent of Google’s total pretax profit in 2011. 

6Although the move stirred European outrage and drew more criticism to 

Bermuda, the truth is that, many of the 17,000+ companies domiciled in 

Bermuda employ no Bermudians, pay no taxes, have no local offices, and 

contribute absolutely nothing to the Bermudian people or government 

(with the exception of a very low annual registration fee). They are only 

taking advantage of our tax-free environment for their corporate gains, 

which isn’t of any benefit to Bermuda. Therefore, if many of these 

companies that are registered but have no physical presence did ever 

leave, Bermuda wouldn’t lose anything – we were never making a profit off 

of these companies anyway.  

Bermuda should implement a profit tax on companies that are 

registered in Bermuda but make no contributions to the local economy. 

The tax can be based on the net profit as accounted for in the corporate 

income statement, as adjusted for tax purposes. As long as our tax rate is 

reasonably comparable to that of our competitors such as Switzerland, 

these international companies will remain in Bermuda. The benefits will be 

                                                           
6
 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-12-10/google-revenues-sheltered-in-no-tax-bermuda-soar-to-10-

billion.html 
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highly substantial – Bermuda will gain an extra revenue source, while 

fighting criticisms of other countries who accuse us of being a tax haven. 

Many European countries have corporate income tax rates ranging from 

26 percent to 34 percent. A reasonable competitive tax levy on corporate 

profit, even if it were set only 0.1%, is the strategic and smart thing to do. 

If this is too controversial, an alternative would be to adjust the annual 

registration fee to be based on a percentage of corporate profit; in this 

way, we are still “tax free”. 

2. Environmental Advantage 

In a world where countries are constantly striving to improve their 

standard of living and become more environmentally friendly, Bermuda 

has a unique advantage. When it comes to sustaining ourselves, we know 

best. We have prospered for over four centuries by using the environment 

around us to live. There is money to be made from our environment: 

 Intellectual Capital: Bermuda can profit from its ideas. The idea of 

catching rain water on a roof and filtering it to sustain a household 

is a Bermudian invention – and it is gaining attention. Intellectual 

Property is knowledge, creative ideas, or expressions of human 

mind that have commercial value and are protectable under 

copyright, patent, service mark, trademark, or trade secret laws 

from imitation, infringement, and dilution. Intellectual property 
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The popular site did-you-kno.tumblr.com has featured 

Bermuda’s innovation. 

includes brand names, discoveries, formulas, 

inventions, knowledge, registered designs, 

software, and works of artistic, literary, or 

musical nature. It is one of the most readily 

tradable properties in the digital marketplace.7 

Bermuda should patent and ‘lend’ the idea of 

roof water catching systems to other countries, 

engineers, and all those who will hear it.  

 

 Fish farming: The invasive lionfish has taken over Bermuda’s reefs 

and is being described as the worst marine disaster we have ever 

seen. Lionfish lay 2 million eggs per year and are considered ‘apex 

predators’, as they have no predators other than humans. Lionfish 

will never be completely eradicated from Bermuda’s waters, and we 

should try to make the most of this situation. Because lionfish 

supposedly taste like snapper or other white meat, Bermuda should 

create fish farms and start using lionfish as a resource for local food 

stocks. Further development can even lead to them being exported, 

as they have high reproductive rates. As fishing is a lucrative 

industry, we should expand on the current strategies for catching 

                                                           
7
 http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/intellectual-property.html 
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this invasive species by making a profit off of them. Other fish 

should also be considered in making fish farming a more lucrative 

Bermudian industry. 

 Agriculture: A time will come where the global food crisis will 

impact Bermuda in a dramatic way. The cost of food imports is 

already incredibly high, and in my opinion, unsustainable. For the 

health, security, and prosperity of Bermuda, we must continually 

search for ways to develop more local foods. The government 

should implement plans to increase local food production to a level 

that can sustain the general population in harsh times. Agricultural 

land should be evaluated and protected. Unused government land 

should be used to develop staple products. City farming and 

vertical growing projects on a large scale should be introduced 

(Various groups 8have advocated this idea before, to little avail.) 

 Building Green Cities: The heart of Bermuda is the City of 

Hamilton. Although the hustle and bustle of city life injects much 

revenue into our economy, it is also a source of pollution and 

inefficiency. A project should be undertaken to “green” the city and 

find more ways to make it more environmentally sustainable. 

Because the city is not under government control, this could be 

                                                           
8
 http://bernews.com/2011/04/activist-proposes-food-security-program/ Young Progressives 

http://bernews.com/2010/11/full-report-bermudas-agricultural-crisis/ Bermuda Agricultural Crisis 

http://bernews.com/2011/04/activist-proposes-food-security-program/
http://bernews.com/2010/11/full-report-bermudas-agricultural-crisis/
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difficult; however, legislation can be passed mandating 

environmental guidelines. In Abu Dhabi, a project was undertaken 

in 2006 which will build the world’s first zero-carbon, car and 

skyscraper-free city. The city will contain wind farms, solar panels on 

buildings, and 80% of city water will be recycled for crop irrigation. 

Biological waste will be used as fertilizer and for creation of nutrient 

rich soil. 9All waste in the city will be recycled or repurposed. I 

believe that the government can undertake a project similar to this 

on a smaller scale - Southside in St. David’s has plenty of space that 

has been set aside for commercial development, but is relatively 

empty. If developed properly, Southside’s commercial area could 

become Bermuda’s first “green city”.  

3. Satellite Aerospace 

Bermuda is one of the leading countries in international business and 

finance – but, as stated earlier, we cannot get comfortable, as there are 

always ways to modernize. We are warriors in the field of international 

finances sector, but it is time to become pioneers in the outerspace sector. 

We have recently become involved in satellite real estate, which we should 

continue to develop as an industry. But in addition to this, we should 

compete with the Isle of Man in attracting space related business. We 

                                                           
9
 http://renewableenergyfacts.org/masdar-city-one-of-the-most-sustainable-communities-on-earth/# 
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should set long term goals in this field so that we can dominate the 

market in aerospace insurance and related business. 

4. Airspace Tax 

Nearly every month, we hear news reports of planes making 

emergency landings in Bermuda due to sick passengers and maintenance 

issues. Many of these aircraft do not even service the Bermuda airport, 

which begs the question of why these planes are even near Bermuda. At 

any given time, aircraft fly over and near Bermuda to go from one 

destination to another. Bermuda is a common landmark for planes 

travelling between Europe, the Caribbean, and Latin America – we should 

be capitalizing on this. As part of the United States Air Force Base’s 

transfer agreement, Bermuda's airspace is Class D because it only extends 

up 2,500 feet and within a five square mile radius from the geographical 

centre of the Airport. In addition, flights trespassing in our airspace are 

handled by New York10. Bermuda should argue for the recapturing and 

expansion of our airspace. If this is successful, Bermuda could profit from 

an airspace tax, where we would receive fees every time an aircraft flies 

over or near Bermuda. Flights that service Bermuda could receive tax 

breaks, which would be an incentive for new airlines to service Bermuda. 

 

                                                           
10

 http://www.bermuda-online.org/airport.htm 
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Recycling is mandatory in Sweden. 

CREATING AN EFFICIENT GOVERNMENT  

I. Energy 

When most people think of renewable energy, they probably conjure up 

images of large wind turbines, solar panels, and hydroelectric dams. They likely 

are not aware of the other source of energy that we create every day in our 

homes and businesses - trash.11 

Sweden is the world’s best example of 

a country that has successfully 

implemented a trash to energy 

program since the 1940s. Sweden’s 

waste to energy is an environmental, 

financial, safe and stable contribution the country’s energy supply. 12The program 

has been so successful that Sweden has run out of trash, and has implemented 

mandatory recycling for citizens, and imports trash from other countries. 

Bermuda’s Tynes Bay Waste Treatment Facility is in a key position to 

implement an efficient waste-to-energy program- it already has an incinerator 

and treatment equipment, and water is easily accessible from the North Shore. 

The process used by Sweden for converting waste to energy is a reasonable one 

for Bermuda: Waste from households and industries in Bermuda will be 

                                                           
11

 http://thinkinggreen.wm.com/web/wmblog/home/-/blogs/turning-trash-into-energy 
12

 http://www.avfallsverige.se/fileadmin/uploads/forbranning_eng.pdf 
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incinerated at the Tynes Bay Waste-to-Energy Plant. Materials remaining after the 

combustion can be recycled. When the waste is incinerated, hot gases are formed 

that heat water in the boiler and water transfers into high-pressure steam. The 

hot steam drives a turbine which then drives a generator. This can produce 

electricity for the national grid. In addition, the hot steam can be used to heat 

water. When the gases have heated water into steam, they are cleaned using an 

electrostatic precipitator, which removes dust and particles. The remaining 

substances are removed using three scrubbers, and the catalyst.  The water used 

to clean the gases are then treated and reused. 13 

Bermuda should convert all government offices and schools to run on 

renewable energy. If we were to implement a waste-to-energy program, money 

could be saved from lower electricity prices, and Bermuda would gain attention 

for becoming a greener and environmentally friendly country. Not to mention, a 

surplus in electricity might one day be resold in the long run.  

II. Privatization and Public Services 

The most expensive essential services provided in society are usually 

energy, transportation, health, and education. As it is now, the most lucrative, 

energy, is controlled by a corporate entity - BELCO. All the other entities – the 

public transportation services, the hospital, public schools - are generally run by 

the government and are subsidized. Money paid to civil servants goes back to the 

                                                           
13

 http://www.sysav.se/upload/flash/sysav.swf 
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economy, and income is used to invest in a more efficient product – in this case, 

there is a transfer of wealth. However, with privatized entities, like that of BELCO, 

corporate profit stays with individual shareholders and there is little redistribution 

of wealth. In the face of the recession, BELCO has raised prices to maintain the 

bottom line. If we were to privatize additional services such as transportation, 

post offices, etc. the first thing that these companies would do is evaluate how to 

cut costs – this will lead to a loss in jobs, an increase in prices, and therefore, a 

further blow to the economy. Many government services - public transportation 

for example - are used by upper-middle class or higher Bermudians as a useful 

resource – but for many middle or lower class Bermudians, buses and ferries are 

essential for getting to work, dropping children off to school, and day-to-day 

transportation. By using BELCO as a prime example of the result of privatization, I 

can guarantee that the privatization of public services will lead to capitalistic 

monopolies- focused on maintaining the bottom line - wherein the middle or 

lower class Bermudian becomes further impaired financially, while profitable 

corporate entities grow. In this case, the Bermuda Government should not 

privatize essential public services. The subsidized “service” will quickly change 

into merely a company’s “product” and this will not be of any use to the people 

who need it most.  

 The main justification for proposing the privatization of these services is 

that they are inefficient and there are too many associated costs. I question why 
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then, can’t the solution be to fix the error rather than throw it to private entities? 

Why is the Bermuda Post Office failing while many other postal companies are 

making a profit? Why is our public transportation service not first class, like the 

ones in many other developed countries? There are many ways that the 

government can increase the efficiency and offset the costs of these services 

without increasing the price.  

With regard to public transportation: 

 The maintenance issues affecting the buses should be appropriately 

addressed. 

 Purchase more hybrid or ‘green energy’ buses over time. 

 Modernize the route, bus stops, and system to allow for a more user 

friendly service.  

 Stop purchasing wheelchair accessible buses; Stop increasing public bus 

response at cruise ship terminals at the expense of the general public – 

outsource these unique pickups to the private sector, such as mini buses, 

tour taxis, and disabled transport companies. (Seasonal permits should 

also be introduced to these companies during peak tourism months) 

 Enhance marine maintenance facilities in Dockyard for ferries and tugs 

instead of going overseas for repairs. 

With regard to the postal service: 

 Close all sub-post offices, with the exception of Warwick, Somerset, and St. 

George, and increase post boxes at those locations. The sub post offices 

account for unnecessary expenses, especially since most mail is delivered 

to each house. 
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 Shift the focus of the postal service to emphasize enhanced parcel post 

and international capability, to compete with local business. 

The topic of rising healthcare costs is certainly more complicated, and costs are 

often uncontrollable; however, there are possible solutions, namely: As such, the 

focus in this regard should be to reduce the need for these costs through 

preventative measures, namely: 

 Competitive bidding for all healthcare supplies 

 Preventative measures, forcing Bermudians into a healthier lifestyle 

through education, incentives for Bermudians who are healthy by choice, 

penalties or increased costs for those who choose to lead unhealthy 

lifestyles (this does not mean penalizing Bermudians who have faced 

health issues on their own accord or beyond their control) 

 More transparency – provide information on costs before treatment; 

health information exchange 

 Innovative technology and better treatment; digitalized administrative 

systems 

 Enter into strategic public-private partnerships 

In short, the public services should be run with the competitive strategies that 

any business would use, but without a drastic increase in prices. This certainly 

would improve public services in a way that is sustainable and efficient. A good 
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compromise would also be to enter into public-private partnerships where the 

government maintains authority while allowing opportunities for free enterprise. 

III. Government Vehicles 

There is no doubt that government vehicles will always be necessary for 

use, as they are the means of transportation for the various people and 

equipment that help to deliver various public services – these vehicles will always 

be needed. As such, the amount of government vehicles possessed should not be 

the sole focus in making government vehicles more cost-effective; rather, the 

focus should be ensuring that the government fleet of vehicles operates as 

efficiently as possible, from procurement, to use, to maintenance. 

The goal of optimized procurement should be to attain the lowest possible 

price and the highest quality possible. To do this, a governing body responsible 

for all government vehicles should be established. The fleet management 

department should ensure that there are a reasonable amount of government 

vehicles that are operating efficiently, are not being over or underused, are 

maintained properly, and disposed of or recycled properly when they can no 

longer be used. 

“An effective fleet management program for any local government should 

establish guidelines for the acquisition, maintenance, replacement and disposal 

of vehicles. Local officials should put together a fleet management policy that 

clearly covers all of the guidelines established. This policy should be monitored 

for compliance by the heads of each of the individual departments. Essential to 

this oversight is the maintenance of pertinent records such as vehicle daily 
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mileage logs, fuel usage logs, and the cumulative costs of parts, labor and 

overhead by a vehicle over its life.”       

- Cost-Saving Ideas: Establishing an Effective Fleet Management System, 

New York Office of the State Comptroller14 

 

Every government organization that wishes to purchase a new vehicle 

should receive a review by the fleet management department, if not the Office of 

Procurement. The department should evaluate the need for the vehicle, its 

intended use, and compare costs from various suppliers of the vehicle. In this 

way, we can ensure that each department does not have the autonomy to 

purchase vehicles at their own will at inconsistent prices, instead of buying in 

bulk. It will also help to ensure that the turnover of government vehicles is as cost 

efficient as possible. Sometimes it may be more cost effective to reimburse civil 

servants for using their own vehicle as opposed to purchasing a vehicle. In other 

cases, it may make more sense to purchase a government vehicle that can be 

shared by various employees. It must also be decided whether it makes more 

sense to restore an existing vehicle or buy a new one. The refurbishment process 

is used to avoid replacing a vehicle at higher costs, and while this seems to be 

cost effective, several attempts to refurbish vehicles may outweigh the cost of 

purchasing new ones. The costs of these options should be calculated by a 

professional fleet manager who can properly weigh the outcomes.   

                                                           
14

 http://www.osc.state.ny.us/localgov/costsavings/fleet.htm 
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In addition, this fleet management department should evaluate the use of 

vehicles – this means ensuring that fuel consumption and usage are reasonable. 

To do this, vehicle maintenance, fuel usage, and costs of parts, labor, and 

overhead by a vehicle over its life must be recorded and analyzed. Perhaps the 

most expensive aspect of fleet management is fuel. The fleet management 

department should set a long term goal of having electric or hybrid government 

vehicles only, wherever possible. If purchased in bulk, the cost of hybrids and 

electric vehicles can be significantly reduced. Not only will this result in reduced 

usage costs, it will also reduce overall emissions, maintenance issues, and may 

even pave the way for Bermuda’s general public to begin using electric vehicles. 

Taking these necessary steps will ensure that the government fleet is not only 

saving money, but also an example for other countries to follow in regard to a 

well-organized, professional, cost effective and efficient public service fleet. 

IV. Improving the Civil Service 

With regard to the civil service, we often hear that it is inefficient, 

unprofessional, and of poor quality. The truth is, however, with the exception of 

the occasional unprofessional attitude or poor customer service complaint, 

Bermuda’s civil service is very efficient when compared to many other countries.  

Although I believe that the civil service is generally efficient, there are 

some areas that could use improvement: 

1. The Quantity of Civil Servants 
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During times of our economic boom, there was no issue with the large size 

of the civil service – perhaps the booming economy caused a heaver usage of 

public services resulting in a gradual increase in civil servants (i.e. more 

immigration workers hired due to foreign workers, more postal workers hired 

to clear international post, etc.) but now that the economy has contracted, 

many find an issue with such a large number of government workers and the 

resulting payroll.  A common cry is that the government should reduce 

employee numbers immediately to reduce costs and stabilize the budget, but 

what many have failed to acknowledge is that the large public sector accounts 

for a large distribution of wealth. It is my belief that drastic and immediate 

cuts to the service will worsen the economic setback, because these job 

losses, when added to the losses in the private sector, will cause more 

financial troubles for Bermudians. In addition, immediately reducing the 

number of civil servants will not do anything to stabilize Bermuda’s overall 

economy – after all, it is the private sector’s layoffs, mergers, pension and 

insurance reforms, and redundancies that have contributed to the issues we 

face today – not the size of the civil service. Not to mention, resulting labor 

disputes wouldn’t be beneficial for the remaining pillars of our economy that 

are actually stable. While I admit that the civil service can be reduced, I believe 

that this should happen through attrition. As employees retire, they simply 

shouldn’t be replaced. In this way, the distribution of wealth will remain as 
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Bermuda jumps this economic hurdle, while the government payroll is steadily 

reduced.  

If the proposals for increasing revenue in Section 1 are accepted, there would 

certainly be no need to radically layoff government employees or implement 

pay cuts. After all, a civil service is proportionate not to the size of the country, 

but to the needs of the government and the services it provides – that means 

if we are optimistic about our economy growing again, we will still need these 

government workers in the near future.  

2. Digitalization 

As mentioned earlier in this report, e-government systems must be 

improved, both inside and out. A committee should be created that is 

constantly seeking for ways to improve information technology within the civil 

service – whether it is a system that allows for shared information between 

customs, immigration, and the police, or a GPS system in emergency vehicles, 

or even current methods of record-keeping, the goal should be to make all 

online services simpler, clearer and faster, providing all services online 

whenever possible. In regard to internal government communication 

networks, a first class network should be able to allow for better 

communication, research, and record keeping. Something as simple as Skype 

Video Calling could save thousands, as opposed to a plane ticket.  
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An efficient civil service is one where offices and personnel can be scattered 

about, yet information exchange is as simple as communicating face-to-face, 

and that must be the continual goal. 

3. Enhancing Management of the Civil Service 

The civil service faces a unique situation when it comes to management – 

they must run efficiently and continually, regardless of whom is calling the 

shots. How is it that from December 17, 2012, as the country’s leaders 

switched out, Bermuda’s public services continued to run without a glitch? It’s 

simple - these services operate efficiently and impartial due to the 

management of apolitical civil servants – Permanent Secretaries, 

Administrators, Supervisors, and so on.  

Bermuda has long been on the right track to ensuring that our top civil 

servants continue to operate with as little bureaucracy as possible – our 

Political appointments are limited to the level of junior ministers and above, 

and permanent secretaries are appointed by a civil service designation. 

The low level of bureaucracy allows us to focus on enhancing the quality of 

our managing civil servants. This means implementing programs that instill 

leadership for senior and middle level managers and supervisors that cover a 

wide array of areas, from financial management to customer service. They 

should become educated and competent in the ability to transform visions 
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into actions, and the ability to measure the results of these actions. Permanent 

secretaries and managers at the highest levels should be mandated to submit 

quarterly, yearly, short term, and long term strategic targets, objectives, 

visions, and plans in regard to operations as well as development on a regular 

basis. This sets a foundation for emulating the private sector in constructing 

results-focused executive leadership in the civil service that is proactive, 

innovative, and performance-oriented. 

Open policy strategies should be implemented where various levels of service 

are involved. Decentralization should be considered in the sense that 

employees on the lowest level have the ability to contribute to the 

modification and implementation of policies within the department. Many 

companies in the private sector are realizing that the employees on the front-

line are often the most knowledgeable in regard to what’s best for the 

consumer and operation of the service being provided.  

4. Strengthening Capabilities and Opportunities for Growth 

Our civil service could consist of many intelligent, hard working, and 

ambitious Bermudians, but if they are not identified and groomed properly, 

the service will never operate in a sustainable manner. Much like the 

phenomenon in which many intelligent young Bermudians go off to university 

abroad and never return,  a massive ‘brain drain’ is being replicated in the civil 
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service, where high quality persons are not rewarded for their productive 

mindsets, and therefore become complacent in their field and work ethic.  

There are two core hiring methods in regard to civil service – one is to hire the 

most qualified person, usually a new person hired externally, to fit into a 

specific job position that has been advertised; the other is to develop long 

term career civil servants who can rise up the ladder to create a successive line 

of qualified workers for each job. In Bermuda, the second method of 

developing the individual expertise, aptitude, and performance of civil 

servants from entry to retirement should be a priority. . This will be more cost 

effective, because civil servants in each department will be gradually trained 

and promoted, allowing for increased employee morale and a lower employee 

turnover rate. In addition, it will allow for the development of a structure in 

which good behavior and ideas are met with timely and ambitious rewards. 

Long-term, career based civil service will allow for individual evaluations and 

competency examinations to be made. The improved human resource 

structure will restore value to the hiring and promotions within the civil 

service and reduce political obstruction and unqualified hiring.  

In an effort to attract Bermuda’s best and brightest, the government 

and civil service should be appealing to young and middle aged Bermudians 

who can choose civil service as a career and gain internal qualifications and 

expertise. This means that programs must be implemented that identify 
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potential leaders from students and graduates and place them in trainee 

management positions. Civil Service scholarships should also be offered 

where students can participate in rotational government roles and work in the 

civil service upon completion of a college program. This would be an optimal 

investment for government in attracting young talent. 

A ‘high flyer’ program should also be implemented that identifies 

exceptional civil servants, and trains them to climb the government ladder. 

CREATING AN ACCOUNTABLE GOVERNMENT 

I. Detailed Financial Reports 

Although the Department of Statistics releases financial statements and 

budgets on a quarterly and annual basis, the government needs to be more 

accountable in that reports are more detailed and user-friendly for the general 

public to view. In addition, the department should create more reports outlining 

progress in the public sector operations, in addition to the economic sector 

reports already being conducted. 

While the budget specifies allocated funding to each ministry and 

department, it should not end there. Each ministry should release reports on a 

periodic basis that specifies how every single dollar was spent. Financial target 

reports, unexpected costs, and savings should be recorded on each ministry’s 

website so that the average citizen can look at each one whenever they like. If 
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government spending and purchases are occurring for the right reasons, it 

shouldn’t be hard to keep a record of them. Furthermore, these financial 

statements should specify what money was spent on contracts, consultants, and 

salaries. 

After financial reports, an evaluation should occasionally be conducted that 

identifies what the targets were and how much progress was made.  

Many people are unaware of what occurs at the Ministry of Finance after the 

annual budget is announced. The ministry should be required to make press 

releases on a regular basis stating how much progress has been made internally 

in the government ministries and departments. Finally, a clarification has to be 

made as to whether any savings were ‘efficiency savings’ or mere cuts. Efficiency 

savings are funds that have been saved as a result of a more cost-effective 

function, as opposed to just cutting spending. 

II. Complaints Authority 

In regard to modern accountability, Bermuda is on the right track with 

various offices, such as the Accountant and Auditor General, and Ombudsman. 

Although Bermuda has an effective Ombudsman, the office should be expanded 

to have increased resources to investigate and identify complaints and issues of 

malpractice in the private sector. In addition, an anonymous tip line should be set 

up that can create safeguards for whistleblowers. 
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III. Long-term Stability Fund 

During Bermuda’s times of economic boom, the annual budget recorded 

profits that eventually led to increased funding for ministries and departments. I 

believe that spending money simple because it is there is short-sighted and 

irresponsible, because now that the economy is no longer booming, the 

government is scraping for funds. A sustainable and business approach would be 

to create a long term fund where a portion of the annual budget is allocated. In 

times of surplus, additional funding will be placed into this fund. In this way, 

during times of economic crisis or if a national emergency were to occur, there 

would be money saved to mitigate the issue. 

 

IV. Bermuda Monetary Authority 

The Bermuda Monetary Authority should expand to focus more on 

government in addition to current functions in the private sector. The Authority 

should partner closely with the Ministry of Finance to provide insight into the 

economy, and advice on financial policy on a larger scale.  With all of the industry 

professionals and high quality private sector staff at the BMA, the government 

should ensure that their role is not limited to simply the regulation of the 

financial services sector. 

V. Citizens Charter 
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The concept of a Citizen's Charter was created by John Major of Britain in 1991 

when he was the Prime Minister. It aimed to improve public services in the UK by: 

 Making administration accountable and citizen friendly. 

 Ensuring transparency and the right to information. 

 Taking measures to cleanse and motivate civil service. 

 Adopting a stakeholder approach. 

 Saving time of both executant and the clientele
15 

A Citizen's Charter is a document that informs the citizen of the effort to focus on 

various areas in regard to the provision of a service. It includes various areas 

covering the Quality, Choice, Standard, Value, Accountability, and Transparency. A 

few countries have adopted the idea of a Citizens Charter and customized it. For 

example, in India, 

“A   Citizen’s Charter is a document which represents a systematic effort to focus 

on the commitment of the Organization towards its Citizens in respects of 

Standard of Services, Information, Choice and Consultation, Non-discrimination 

and Accessibility, Grievance Redress, Courtesy and Value for Money.  This also 

includes expectations of the Organization from the Citizen for fulfilling the 

commitment of the Organization.”16 

-Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances, 

Government of India 

The key to accountability is information.  

                                                           
15

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citizen's_Charter 
16

 http://goicharters.nic.in/faq.htm 
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Bermuda should adopt the concept of a Citizen’s Charter to increase openness in 

the public sector, because the charter provides set standards that a citizen can 

expect for every public service provided by the government. Citizens will be 

entitled to an explanation if the standards are not met. The charter will allow 

citizens to be informed about their rights as consumers. This concept will apply 

pressure to the government to improve their level of performance. These charters 

can be vital in measuring the status of our services. 

This document outlines how a Citizen’s Charter can be developed and 

implemented.17
 

VI. Diseconomies of Scale 

The business term, ‘Economy of Scale’ basically refers to the reduction in 

costs due to mass production or expansion. As such, a Diseconomy of Scale is 

when the point is reached where the increasing size leads to a decrease in 

efficiency and productivity. Because the government has a guaranteed stream of 

income from the taxpayer and does not focus on profit, diseconomies of scale are 

not considered. As such, an increase in midlevel managers and unnecessary 

personnel lead to the government performing less and less. This is fueled by the 

general assumption that throwing money into an underperforming department 

                                                           
17

 http://www.cgg.gov.in/publicationdownloads2a/Citizen%20Charter%20Handbook.pdf 

http://www.cgg.gov.in/publicationdownloads2a/Citizen%20Charter%20Handbook.pdf
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will solve the problem. Really, all this does is create an endless cycle of 

overexpansion.  

The point needs to be made that increasing police funding simply because 

the crime rate rises will not solve the problem. Many departments that have 

similar functions to other departments are creating unnecessary costs. Back-office 

work being undertaken by each ministry can be consolidated into shared services. 

All of this can be summed up by saying that until our society comes together to 

solve this issue, we will continue to struggle under the illusion that bigger is 

always better and society needs more government, not less.  

WHAT OTHER COUNTRIES ARE DOING RIGHT 

Below are news reports and documents about other countries that have ideas 

Bermuda can use to its advantage. 

I. Iceland 

“As one of the hardest-hit countries at the time, Iceland’s heavily criticized 

method to escape veritable economic demise actually did the trick. Faced with 

the possibility of financial failure, Iceland had to think on its feet.  Instead of 

bailing out banks USA-style, the country forgave mortgage debt for the 

population – and completely started over from square one.” - Forbes 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/traceygreenstein/2013/02/20/icelands-stabilized-

economy-is-a-surprising-success-story/ 

II. Singapore 

http://thinkprogress.org/economy/2012/06/14/499820/iceland-mortgage-foregiveness/?mobile=nc
http://www.forbes.com/sites/traceygreenstein/2013/02/20/icelands-stabilized-economy-is-a-surprising-success-story/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/traceygreenstein/2013/02/20/icelands-stabilized-economy-is-a-surprising-success-story/
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“While Singapore became independent in 1965, the CPF was originally 

established by the British colonial government in 1955 as a compulsory defined-

contribution savings scheme. It was designed to provide financial security for 

workers after retirement or when they were no longer able to work (Asher, 1991). 

However, over the years, the CPF has been used to accelerate national economic 

growth (Central Provident Fund Board) and has since evolved into a 

comprehensive social security savings plan with various pre-retirement uses such 

as financing healthcare, post-secondary education, home ownership, and other 

asset enhancement investments.” 18 

http://www.newamerica.net/publications/policy/Singapores_Central_Provident_Fu

nd 

“International trade is highly important for Singapore, as it has virtually no natural 

resources. A large percentage of trade is conducted to meet domestic demand 

for energy, food, and other necessities. Singapore also regularly engages in 

entrepôt trade, whereby industries and businesses in the country import raw 

materials, before refining them for re-export. 47 percent of Singapore’s exports 

consist of re-exports.”19   

http://www.economywatch.com/world_economy/singapore/?page=full 

“There are at least four distinctive aspects of the Singaporean model, and they 

are more applicable to the United States than a skeptical American observer 

might imagine.  

First, individuals were compelled to take responsibility for their own needs. For 

example, through the savings in their provident fund, around 90 percent of 

Singaporeans became homeowners, compared to about 65 percent in the United 

States since the housing bubble burst in 2007. 

Second, Singaporean leaders realized they had to break the pernicious, self-

sustaining cycle of inequality that has characterized so much of the West. 

                                                           
18

 Singapore's Central Provident Fund 
19

 Singapore Economy 

http://www.newamerica.net/publications/policy/Singapores_Central_Provident_Fund
http://www.newamerica.net/publications/policy/Singapores_Central_Provident_Fund
http://www.economywatch.com/world_economy/singapore/?page=full
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Government programs were universal but progressive: while everyone 

contributed, those who were well off contributed more to help those at the 

bottom, to make sure that everyone could live a decent life, as defined by what 

Singaporean society, at each stage of its development, could afford. Not only did 

those at the top pay their share of the public investments, they were asked to 

contribute even more to helping the neediest. 

 

Third, the government intervened in the distribution of pretax income — to help 

those at the bottom, rather than, as in the United States, those at the top. It 

weighed in, gently, on the bargaining between workers and firms, tilting the 

balance toward the group with less economic power — in sharp contrast to the 

United States, where the rules of the game have shifted power away from labor 

and toward capital, especially during the past three decades. 

Fourth, Singapore realized that the key to future success was heavy investment in 

education — and more recently, scientific research — and that national 

advancement would mean that all citizens — not just the children of the rich — 

would need access to the best education for which they were qualified.” 20 

http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/03/18/singapores-lessons-for-an-

unequal-america/ 

CONCLUSION  

Through research, deep thought, and discussion with various stakeholders in the 

Bermudian community, I have concluded that the above ideas are reasonable strategies 

and proposals that, if implemented correctly, could restore Bermuda’s economy and 

make Bermuda’s government more modern, efficient, and accountable.  

                                                           
20

 Singapore’s Lessons for an Unequal America 

http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/03/18/singapores-lessons-for-an-unequal-america/
http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/03/18/singapores-lessons-for-an-unequal-america/
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TOPICS REMOVED DUE TO TIME CONSTRAINTS 

Various topics were to be included but were removed from this report in the 

essence of time; however, they can be expanded on upon request and are as follows: 

 Tax Structure Reform (Expansion on Modernization, Section 2) 

 Instituting a Minimum Wage (Modernization) 

 Infrastructure Development (Modernization) 

 Foreign Exchange, Caribbean Exchange (Modernization) 

 Banking (Modernization) 

 Education, Health (Efficiency) 

 Accounts Officers (Accountability) 
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